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LIGHT & EASY TRAILS

(SUITABLE FOR MOST PEOPLE)
1.Jungle Lodge - Walk To Giant Tung Trees
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2.Jungle Lodge - Boat, Canoe or Kayak
Alongside The National Park
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3.Jungle Lodge - Boat To Endangered Primate
Rescue Centre @ Dao Tien / Monkey Island
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4.Around Jungle Lodge & Farm Stay
- Nam Cat Tien Commune Area

9

5.Cat Tien National Park
- Bear & Wildlife Rescue Station

10

6.Park HQ To Botanical Garden

11

7.Park HQ To Ficus Benjamina Tree
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8.Park HQ To Bat Caves

15

9.Night Animal Spotlighting - Park HQ Vacinity
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10.Park HQ To Ta Lai Ethnic Village
- By Bicycle Or Rented Pick Up
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11.Jungle Lodge - Boat Downstream
To Ta Lai Ethnic Village
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12.Jungle Lodge to Suoi Mo Water Park
- Natural Lake & Waterfall

20

13.Jungle Lodge to Thac Mai - Natural Hot Spring
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FOR THE FAIRLY FIT

(A GOOD WORKOUT & MEDIUM DIFFICULTY)

We Have Not Inherited
This Earth From Our Parents
We Have Borrowed It
From Our Children

14.Park HQ To Crocodile Lake
(By bicycle or rented pick up + treck)
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15.Park HQ To Crocodile Lake (Jungle trecking route)

25

16.Jungle Lodge To Ta Lai Ethnic Villange
& Dat Do - By Bicycle

26

17.Green Hill - From Ta Lai Ethnic Village
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CHALLENGING & ADVENTURE TRAILS

(FOR THE PHYSICALLY FIT WITH ACOMPANIED GUIDE)
18.Park HQ Track to Croc Lake
– Overnight In The Jungle

28

19.Boat To Ta Lai + Track to Croc Lake
– Overnight In The Jungle
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- Attributed To Moses Henry Cass
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2. Jungle Lodge - Boat, Canoe or Kayak
Alongside The National Park
Time: 60 - 120min
Approx Distance: 3 - 8 km (one way)
One of the most memorable encounters when visiting Cat
Tien National Park is to take a tranquil & scenic boat ride
along the Dong Nai or Da Huoai River which meanders
alongside the Park’s boundaries. The river forms a natural
buffer zone separating the Jungle on one side from the
village farmlands on the other.

LIGHT & EASY TRAILS

Here, one can observe many birdlife activities and, at
times, glimpse some wildlife along the riverbanks or in
the trees above. Having a pair of binoculars & camera
with zoom lenses will allow you to observe & capture the
moments better. The trip is best made in the early morning
or late afternoon when it is cooler and where animals are
generally more active.

(SUITABLE FOR MOST PEOPLE)

1. Jungle Lodge Walk To Giant Tung Trees
Time: 45min - 2hrs
Approx Distance: 2 - 5 km (round trip)
If you have limited time & only want to do a short walk into
the rainforest, this trail starts about 500m from the Park’s
Tourist Office (ie: towards Croc Lake direction) offers the
shortest route to explore the surrounding jungle.
The shaded trail will lead you to a large Tung Tree for a
nice photo opportunity and if you like to continue further
& not turn back to the route you came in, a trail (located
just behind the Tung Tree) can actually take you a further
1km+ back to the Park HQ. To increase your chances of
seeing beautiful birds, insects or animals you should bring
along a pair of binoculars & be quiet as you walk & stalk
along the jungle trail.
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Our boating facilities are opened during the dry season
only (Dec to June/July) or whenever the river flow is low.
A life-vest must be use at all time for safety while on the
river, as rapid rise in water levels can suddenly happen
due to heavy rains upstream or from the discharge of dam
waters in the highlands.
Jungle Lodge offers boat rides with an accompanying
boatman or rentals of our Kayaks/Canoes for those who
prefer to do the exploration themselves. Inquire at our
Front/Tour Desk for further information & rates.
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4. Around Jungle Lodge
& Farm Stay Nam Cat Tien Commune Area
Area Time: 1 - 2 hrs
Approx Distance: 5 to 25km (round trip)

The village scene & life of rural Vietnam is both tranquil
and picturesque. The best way to experience the
countryside is to hop onto a bicycle & explore the village
roads & lanes or ride through trails & suspended bridges
around Nam Cat Tien. The village folks are friendly & their
children are ever so happy to see visitors & to greet you
with their open hearts & sunny smiles.
For the more adventurous ‘off roaders’, challenging
mountain biking routes can be tackled in the hillsides
surrounding Nam Cat Tien. Riding through fruit orchards,
undulating hills & slopes, off chambered terrain or
bombing down steep downhill chasms could be your
playground for the day. Inquire at Jungle Lodge’s Tour
Desk for bicycle rentals or biking guides.

3. Jungle Lodge - Boat To Endangered Primate
Rescue Centre @ Dao Tien / Monkey Island
Visiting Hours: 8.00am & 2.00pm only
Approx Distance: 2km (one way)
Dao Tien (Monkey Island) is a 5-minute boat ride
from Jungle Lodge. The island is dedicated to the
rehabilitation of rescued primates & loris from the
illegal wildlife trade. Founded by the Endangered
Asian Species Trust (EAST) in collaboration with
Monkey World in UK & with the support of Cat Tien
National Park, the volunteers here nurse the rescued
animals to good health with the aim of releasing the
primates back into the wild when fully recovered.
Foreigners are expected to pay a higher entrance ticket
than the locals as a policy set by the Park. However,
your money goes directly into the rescue centre’s
efforts. A visit to Dao Tien will help you understand
the plight of our endangered primates and the effort of
good- hearted people who rescue & rehabilitate them
back into the wild. Booking in advance is preferable
prior to your visit to Dao Tien. Please do support
their efforts by your visit to the Endangered Primate
Rescue Centre.
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5. Cat Tien National Park Bear
& Wildlife Rescue Station

6. Park HQ To Botanical Garden

Visiting Hours: 8.00am to 4.00pm
Approx Distance: 500 meters from Park HQ

Time: 2 hrs
Approx Distance: 3 – 7 km (round trip)

Cat Tien National Park in collaboration with Safe The Bear
& Wildlife At Risk (WAR) have established a Bear & Wildlife
Rescue Station. Located near the Park HQ, the Station
houses rescued bears from the wildlife trade & illegal bear
bile factories as well as other endangered animals.

The Botanical Garden is an area about 1 km from the
Park HQ that houses over 300 species of plants that
are found in the South-Eastern corridor of Vietnam.

The traumatised animals are given a chance to recover,
rehabilitate and then released back into the wild. Sadly for
some, they can never be released due to poor health or bad
physical condition. A host of other rescued animals also call
the Rescue Station their home. In our last count, we recorded
a Leopard, Crocodiles, Gibbons, Languor, Peafowl & few
others inmates receiving care and awaiting release.

The plants & vegetation here is a botanist paradise &
caters to plant research efforts by visiting scientists.
There are majestic red wood & hardwood trees in
the vicinity that are highly sought after for its value
& beauty. Without the Park’s protection, there could
never be a Jungle to which all the living creatures
in the Park depend upon. The pathways inside the
Botanical Garden are paved and is quite ideal to
ride a bicycle or walk along its meandering routes.

Entrance fees to the Rescue Station goes towards the
maintenance of its facilities which is subsidised by funds
raised by NGOs & volunteers for the cause.
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7. Park HQ To Ficus Benjamina Tree
Time: 1 – 3 hrs
Approx Distance: 16km (on way)
A 400-year-old Ficus Benjamina Tree with a complex
root system was discovered growing out from a clear
running stream. The cool & shallow stream within a
semi open area poses an ideal place for a picnic or
to immerse oneself after a sweaty jungle walk. The
area only sees small group of visitors occasionally so
there is a high chance that one could enjoy the spot
undisturbed and in quiet serenity.
If you do decide to take a dip, do observe little
freshwater fishes coming up for a ticklish nibble on
your body which is ‘the natural’ way to exfoliate your
skin. A light ‘massage’ is given in return for a simple
meal for these little masseurs.
One could rent a bicycle or a park vehicle to reach this
area. The 16 km (one way) journey takes you through
shaded canopy with a final walk of about 600m to reach
this ficus tree & crystal clear stream. Kindly keep the
area clean by taking out any refuse you bring along.
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8. Park HQ To Bat Caves
Time: 1 - 2hrs
Approx Distance: 9 km (one way)
Cat Tien National Park & its surrounding
area was once an active volcanic zone.
This has shaped the landscape to
include fertile soil, hot & cold natural
springs, lava rock terrain and cave
systems.
The cave labyrinth is an interesting
ecosystem quite unlike the sunny world
that we live in. Here, it’s a world of total
darkness, eerie silence & heavy dense
air. For the inquisitive explorer, do bring
along a minimum of 2 or 3 torch lights
(for safety) while exploring the cave
system as the total darkness inside is
all encompassing. Several bat species
have made the cave their roosting
home. Listen carefully & you can
hear the high echo locating squeaks
of the inhabitants which help them
navigate through this world of complete
darkness. It’s an alien landscape so
don’t be surprised if you come across
creatures that could look like they came
out from a science fiction movie.
Bat Cave is about 9km from the Park
HQ towards the direction of Croc Lake
and can reach by rented park vehicle
or by bicycle. The cave entrance
is inconspicuous from the jungle
surroundings & the short trail leading to
it from the park road is also unmarked,
so we recommend hiring a guide.
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9. Night Animal Spotlighting Park HQ Vacinity
Time : 50 min
Approx Distance: 8 km (one way)
Most visitors to Cat Tien National Park are unaware that
the actual active period for a great number of wildlife
happens mainly at dusk and throughout the night till
dawn. This is true for a large variety of mammals,
amphibians, reptiles & insect species. The jungle
literally comes alive in the dark and the probability
of seeing animals in their most active period is by
being near their food & drinking water source. Night
spotlighting therefore offers the best & convenient way
to see the animals in their natural habitat.
While the sighting of animals are never guaranteed
(the Park is not a Zoo), night spotlighting has regularly
revealed the inhabitants of the Park including the
samba deer, wild pigs, porcupines, gaur, weasels
& civet cats, barking deers, mongoose, nightjars &
owlets to name but a few ‘locals’ as we endearingly
call them.
The night spotlighting activity is exclusively operated
by the Park. It is run at a pace that we would prefer to
be a lot slower & quieter so as to allow for a less hurried
& more involved experience. However, we have limited
control over the Park’s operating & service methods so
you have been informed.
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10. Park HQ To Ta Lai Ethnic Village
By Bicycle Or Rented Pick Up

11. Jungle Lodge Boat Downstream To Ta Lai
Ethnic Village

Time: 1 - 2hrs
Approx Distance: 9 km (one way)

Time : 60 - 90min
Approx Distance: 12 km (one way)
For those who prefer to take their tours on a more
leisurely mode, you can rent a boat and head
downstream to Ta Lai Village. This is an ideal way
to see water birds & animal activities along the river
banks.
A good time to take this tour is early in the morning or
late in the afternoon when it is cooler & animal activities
tend to be higher. At Ta Lai Village, one can visit the
small ethnic museum or weaving house otherwise it’s
just a quiet hamlet where the tribe lives. If you like to
try some authentic tribe dishes, prearranged meals
can be served subject to availability of the local cook.

Ta Lai Village is populated by the ethnic minority
groups of the Ma, Tay & S’Tieng tribe. These tribes
were once former inhabitants within the Park until their
relocation to Ta Lai Village in order to make way for the
Park’s conservation efforts.
A visit to Ta Lai can include kayaking in a natural lake
located beside the Tai Lai Longhouse. This offers
beginners the chance to row a kayak on a tranquil lake
that is surrounded by forest. Note that you have to
prebook the rental of the Kayaks.
There is also a small ethnic museum that houses some
old photos and home wares of the ethnic minority
people of Ta Lai. Facilities here are limited.
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12. Jungle Lodge to Suoi Mo Water Park
Natural Lake & Waterfall

13. Jungle Lodge to Thac Mai
Natural Hot Spring

Visiting Hours: 7.00am to 5.00pm
Approx Distance: 28km (one way)

Visiting Hours: 5.00am to 4.30pm
Approx Distance: 60km (one way)

Suoi Mo Water Park taps the creativity of eco architecture
with a natural lake to form a series of waterfalls and
several large swimming pools for kids and adults alike.
Using the natural spring water from underground aquifers
that burst onto the surface to form a recreation area, Suoi
Mo can be an ideal place to cool the hot afternoon away.

For nature lovers who don’t mind a basic & minimalist
approach to a dip in a hot spring deep within the forest,
Thac Mai offers an ideal place for a stopover. This Hot
Spring receives sporadic visitors during the weekdays
and a bit more over the weekend. Immersing oneself
into the piping hot swimming pool while surrounded by
forest amid the calls of insects & birds can be quite
magical.

There is an entrance fee for the water park and their house
rules do not permit outside food or drinks to be brought in.
However, there are cafes & restaurants in the park which
serve decent meals & drinks at reasonable prices.
If you want to see a good blend between environmental
architecture within a natural surroundings, Suoi Mo
offers a beautiful & scenic place to explore. The Park
is fairly quiet during the weekdays but can be a little
noisy during the weekend.
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Thac Mai is located at our neighboring district of Dinh
Quan and is 40km from Jungle Lodge (heading towards
Saigon) plus a further 20km offshoot from Highway 20
through undulating countryside & broken gravel road.
Beautiful secondary forests line the journey to the hot
spring, which houses two 50 metre swimming pools
that receive a daily change of its hot spring water. A
nominal entrance fee is levied by the forest rangers for
entering Thac Mai and for the use of the pool. There is
also a small cafe with basic changing rooms at the hot
spring. Visitors can arrange a special trip to Thac Mai
from Jungle Lodge or make a stop-over on the way to
or from Saigon.
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FOR THE FAIRLY FIT

(A GOOD WORKOUT & MEDIUM DIFFICULTY)
14. Park HQ To Crocodile Lake
(By bicycle or rented pick up & treck)

15. Park HQ To Crocodile Lake
(Jungle trecking route)

Time: 5 - 7 hrs
Approx Distance: 14 km (one way)

Time: 8 hrs						
Approx Distance: 14 km (one way)

If you have time to do only one long trail while in Cat
Tien National Park & don’t mind trekking a 10km return
journey, then a visit to Croc Lake is recommended. Make
arrangements at our Tour Desk for pre-trip reservation &
allow sufficient time (about 5 to 7 hours in all) to take in the
natural beauty of the area.

This route starts from the Park HQ and instead of a
bicycle or vehicle ride to the trailhead of Croc Lake,
you make a 14km track the whole journey into Croc
Lake under shaded jungle canopy.

From the Park HQ, one could rent a bicycle or a jeep to
do the 9km ride to the trailhead of Croc Lake & from there
it’s a further 5km walk (one way) into the lake area. This
trail is paved and the moderate walk on flattish terrain will
take you through shaded canopy until you reach the vast
expanse of the lake itself. Majestic towering trees, curling
lianas & bamboos, moss, mushrooms & the old growth
rainforest is there to welcome you into its bosom. If you
are quiet & lucky, wild animals can be seen along the trail.
Some big animals can also be observed coming to the
lake for a drink during dusk or throughout the night. You
will have to spend a night at Croc Lake, which has basic
facilities, to chance upon this encounters. Peafowl, water
birds & fishing eagles can also be observed at the lake
area. Give yourself a full day or an overnight trip to explore
Croc Lake, instead of rushing through if you have the time.
Having a pair of binoculars and a knowledgeable guide
can make your trip more interesting & memorable
as well. The
Park charges
separate
entrance fees
to Croc Lake
and the use of
their facilities
if
one
is
spending the
night there.
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This trail leads you through rocky terrain, slopes and
small hills under pristine rainforest. Gibbons, languor,
wild boars, birds and insects can be seen when
moving quietly along the jungle trails. The route is
fairly strenuous & the raining season brings about high
humidity, leeches & wet (but cool) conditions to the
experience. A guide is needed as one can easily lose
sight of the marked trail, which often disappears and
reappears, due to infrequent usage. Bring along water,
snacks, insect repellent & good walking shoes. A
return journey via Park vehicle can be arranged within
the same day or the following day if you prefer to stay
over at Croc Lake (basic facilities). This trip should be
pre-arranged at our Front/Tour Desk.
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16. Jungle Lodge To Ta Lai Ethnic Villange
& Dat Do - By Bicycle

17. Green Hill - From Ta Lai Ethnic Village

Time: 5hrs
					
Approx Distance: 22km (one way)

Time: 4hrs
Approx Distance: 6km (one way)
Green Hill is a rarely visited part of the Park even
though it is quite a nice trail to explore.
A local guide is best engaged to help you trek & climb
this dormant volcano ridge. The 6km trail starts behind
Ta Lai Longhouse and takes one through fruit orchards
& paddy fields before re-entering the jungle on the way
to the top. At the highest point of Green Hill, one will
come across harden rocky outcrop which provides a
protective ‘lid’ over the hill while the surrounding areas
erodes away over time. The walk back through Ta Lai
Village allows for the observation of interesting usage
of forest materials by the local tribes. Please take note
that Ta Lai Village itself is about 12km away from Jungle
Lodge or the National Park’s HQ.

If riding a bicycle is your preferred mode of transport &
for sightseeing, then a bike ride to Ta Lai ethnic village
& onwards to Dat Do is for you. This ride will take you
past forested tracks, open grasslands, village trails plus
give you the challenge of tackling some undulating hilly
terrains. There will hardly be any traffic along the way
so this journey can be done unhurriedly so long you
give yourself ample time to get back before it gets dark
(around 6.30pm).
You can determine the pace and rest stops along the
way. Just ask the friendly people in the area the way
to Ta Lai and then to Dat Do and you will find your
destination. Since you have wheels and muscle power,
you could pretty much take your iron horse anywhere
you want it to go. And when it’s time to head back,
just ask to show the direction back to Nam Cat Tien.
Different people may show you a different route back
to Jungle Lodge / Farm Stay but then again, it’s all part
of your exploration encounters anyway. Or if you have
data, you can use Google Maps to find your way.
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CHALLENGING &
ADVENTURE TRAILS
(FOR THE PHYSICALLY FIT WITH
ACOMPANIED GUIDE)
14. Park HQ Track to Croc Lake
Overnight In The Jungle
Time: 33hrs
				
Approx Distance: 23km (one way)
If spending a night inside the bowels of a rainforest
is something you would like to experience, then this
adventure trail option (or the next one below) is the
challenge for you. You will encounter how alive the jungle
can become after dark. There is a higher probability of
seeing an array of wild animals, amphibians, reptiles
& insects when they come out to forage in the dark (a
torch is needed). You will also encounter the bird life’s
dawn chorus when the day creatures take over the shift
from their night dwelling cousins.
A night spent cocooned in hammocks while being
bombarded by the sounds & smells of the rainforest
is an experience not many people have encountered.
Perhaps a tick in one’s bucket list may be in order.
This route will take you to a jungle stream where you
will bed down for the night over a campfire & allow our
guide to cook you a simple meal. The next day, it’s a
continuation of the trail to Croc Lake for lunch before
a walk back to the pickup area where a park vehicle
will ferry you back to Jungle Lodge. This trek promises
you a unique experience into the rainforest. A guide &
pre-arranged plan needs to be prepared. Please inquire
with our Tour Desk about this program.
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14. Boat To Ta Lai + Track to Croc Lake
Overnight In The Jungle
Time: 33hrs
Approx Distance: 35km (one way)
If you want to dive deep into the heart of a rainforest,
this 35km river + jungle route between Ta Lai Village and
Crocodile Lake will take you through grassland, streams,
swamps, hilly terrain, thick bushes, bamboo forest, mixed

jungle, primary jungle and a little more.
Not for the faint hearted but if a good sampling of what a
real rainforest trek is all about, this route ticks most boxes
of an adventurous encounter with the jungle.
We start the journey with a 12km easy boat ride
downstream along the river edge of Cat Tien National Park
to Ta Lai Village. From there you trek to your campsite
or proceed onwards to Croc Lake for the night. This
challenging trek will include an overnight stay deep within
the rainforest, suspended in hammocks or an overnight
stay at Croc Lake which has basic facilities.
A night in the jungle promises an encounter that can be
unusually rewarding. The likelihood of coming across
wild animals, little critters, jumping, crawling or slithering
‘locals’/wildlife is almost certain. If you think the jungle is
alive in the day, wait till you spend a night in its bosom.
The rainforest with its high biodiversity literally bursts out
with live after dark. If you plan to camp out, then the next
day you will continue your trek to Croc Lake where lunch
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will be served. When you have your fill with your jungle
encounter, it will be an easy 5km walk back out to the
trailhead where a Park vehicle will pick you back to Jungle
Lodge. You need to engage an experienced guide before
embarking on this route as the trail can be difficult to follow
& several people have lost their way in the past only to be
rescued (half alive) many days later. Bring along water,
food, energy bar, insect repellent, torch lights & raincoat
(in the wet season). Inquire at our Tour Desk for more info
and cost indication, and allow for pre-trip guide & logistic
arrangements before this track can be confirmed.
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